sented and these were aimed at demonstrating the validity and accuracy of the proposed mathematical model. Modeling of conductive sheets [5] can be accomplished by employing the magnetic field formulation yielding a functional which is the dual of (6). However, when the conductive and resistive sheets are both present within the computational domain one cannot avoid the introduction of double nodes on both sides of the surface occupied by the conductive or resistive sheets. If an electric field formulation is employed as given here, double nodes must be placed on the surface of the conductive sheet. The functional in (6) must be supplemented with the additional integral
fkoZo/L R m [ A, x (E+-E-)] . [A, x (E+-E -) ] dS (13)
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-, "A hybrid finite element method for scattering and radiation by microstrip patch antennas and arrays residing in a cavity," IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., vol. 39, pp. 1598 vol. 39, pp. -1604 vol. 39, pp. , Nov. 1991 vol. 39, pp. . 14, pp. 911-924, 1979 vol. AP-23, pp. 531-534, 1975 In this communication, we consider the problem of scattering from a conducting rectangular cylinder having an infinite axial slot which is loaded by a resistively coated dielectric strip. The resistive film coating is assumed to be infinitesimally thin and is characterized by a surface resistance R , (Qlsquare) . For the problem geometry shown in Fig. 1 , the effects of film coating on the scattering behavior of the slotted cylinder in the first (TM,, mode 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
For the results in this section, the following structural parameters are used for the loaded slot (see Fig 1) and with a slightly smaller echo width, than that of the cavity having d = 0. These trends continue when the slot is loaded with the lossy dielectric. Furthermore, the FDTD calculated RCS spectrum resonates at kB = 3.52 for the zero-thickness air-filled slot of width W = 0.2 A , which compares favorably to the resonant frequencies of kB = 3.7 and 3.6 obtained by the method of moments used in
[2] for the slot widths of 0.118 A and 0.288 A , respectively. Fig. 3 shows the 2-D contour plot of the electric field distribution at the first resonance of the cavity with zero-thickness air-filled slot. The contour plot of the electric field taken for the case of air-filled slot with d = A 130 is shown in Fig. 4 . In both cases, the distribution of the electric field inside the cavity resembles that of the TM , mode of a closed rectangular cavity (which resonantes at kB = 3.776). In addition, Fig. 4 shows that stronger fields are induced inside the cavity with d = A 130 than those shown in Fig. 3 when d = 0. A smaller amount of backscattered power (and echo width) is thus expected for the cavity having an air-filled slot with d = A / 3 0 .
Next we consider the effects of resistive film coating on the resonant backscattering behaviors of the slotted cylinder. Results obtained for films with R, = 0 (i.e., pec film), 188.5, and 754 s1 are plotted in Fig. 5 . Scattering data obtained for the case of dielectric loading only (i.e., R, = CO) are also shown in Fig. 5 for comparison. For R , = 0 s1, no penetration across the slot is allowed and the problem of scattering from a closed, perfectly conducting, rectangular cylinder having "exterior" dimensions of 20.32 X 13.97 cm is involved. As such, no resonance phenomenon is expected in the frequency range considered.
For R, = 188.5 s1, the flat RCS spectrum shown in Fig. 5 indicates that the interior TM,, mode resonance is essentially absent. This is in accordance with the high attenuation provided by a low resistance film. Moreover, when compared to the case of pec coating, the presence of the 188.5 Q resistive film also results in about 2.5 to 3 dB reductions in the RCS magnitudes over the frequency range considered. This may be attributed to a reduction in the strength of surface current that flows over the surface of the resistive film [7], 191. Finally, by increasing R, to 754 Q, more fields will be allowed to penetrate into the cavity such that the resonant RCS spectrum observed in Fig. 5 is expected. This also appears to be responsible for the further reductions in echo width when compared to those with R, = 0 and 188.5 0. Compared to the case of R , = Q), the resonance spectrum found in this case is shallower but broader. The broadening in the RCS spectrum indicates that the presence of the resistive film, which attenuates signal passing through it, lowers the Q-factor of the cavity. On the other hand, its slightly larger echo width at resonance suggests that smaller fields are induced inside the cavity when the 754 61 resistive film is present. This is verified by comparing the strength of the electric field distribution inside the cavity shown in Fig. 6 for R, = 754 Q with that shown in Fig. 4 for R, = 00.
III. CONCLUSION
In summary, this research successfully demonstrates the potential use of resistive films for damping and/or removing resonance spikes in the RCS spectrum of a slotted rectangular cavity reported in [ 11, [2] . It is shown that resonant behavior can be eliminated completely with a low-resistance film (e.g., R , = 188.5 Q). With increasing film resistance (e.g., R, = 754 Q), field penetration into the cavity increases. As a consequence, resonance in the RCS spectrum can also appear but with a lower Q-factor than the case of dielectric loading only. For the three film resistances studied, increasing film resistance tends to lower the echo width over the frequency range considered. At lower resistance values, since contributions from the interior cavity are expected to be small (due to the low penetration level), the reduction in echo width is mainly due to the smaller current strength present on the surface of the resistive film [7], [9] . On the other hand, increased field coupling into the cavity when film resistance increases may be responsible for the further reduction in the echo width.
